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Season One of the critically acclaimed and popular TV Show Wynonna Earp is a wrap. This

yearbook is filled with on-set photos, including action shots from the show and all-new

behind-the-scenes goodies. Plus, join the cast as they visit Comic-Con International: San Diego for

the first time together. This is a book all Earpers need in their motorcycle saddle bag!
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Emily Andras was the Showrunner and Executive Producer of Lost Girl for Season 3 and Season 4.

She was a writer and consulting producer during the first and second seasons. She succeeded

Season 2 co-showrunners Jeremy Boxen and Grant Rosenberg; and Season 1 co-showrunners

Michelle Lovretta and Peter Mohan. Andras was initially offered the position of showrunner for the

second season, but was unable to accept due to pregnancy. Andras joined the production team of

new science fiction adventure series Killjoys (created by Michelle Lovretta) as a writer and

consulting producer. In January 2015, she joined Omnifilm Entertainment in adapting "The Cousins

O'Dwyer Trilogy" by Nora Roberts as a television supernatural drama titled Blood Magick. She is the

showrunner and executive producer of the supernatural Western series Wynonna Earp.

I love the show (I will definitely buy the season one disc set) and the graphic novels. If you are

hoping for a season recap with photos, bios and more you will be disappointed. I consider this book

a money grab by IDW and nothing more. It wouldn't even hold the attention of a ten year old. It is



just 48 pages of blah.There are character pages for the core group but nothing for the witch, sheriff

or the aunt. Wynonna (our star) gets 4 pages of stills of which two are full page shots. Each

character of the "core group" gets a two page treatment using 4 to 7 stills. Obviously in IDW's

opinion there are only 5 worthwhile characters beyond Wynonna herself. No backstory or character

data is provided for anyone.The character pages are followed by single page layouts (again with no

back story) for each individual episode. These single page formats contain up to 12 stills for that

episode. None of these photos are the money-shot pics you would expect like fight scenes or

something eye catching such as special effects.Now we get to the final section of the book. The

"Behind The Scenes" section is very disappointing. Nothing noteworthy or different from the rest of

the book. I hoped for possible actor/actress bios and there were none. A lot of this section was used

to show full page photos of the teaser ads that ran in the magazines like TV Guide before the first

season release. There was a two page spread showing the casts' reaction during a script reading to

being renewed for a season two. This was the only unique "behind the scenes" content of the

book.Considering how long ago I preordered this item I am convinced they had adequate time to

dedicate to its development. This should have been a keepsake book for fans. What I got was a

major disappointment. Everything was so mundane. A person could cruise the internet and find

more exciting things about the show. Save your money and use it on the graphic novels or a digital

copy / disc set. This book is definitely not worth the time or the money. I really hope the actors and

actresses will not endorse a second season book by this publisher after they see the treatment

season one was given. Money grab items can turn a fan sour to a franchise very quickly. Seriously

IDW I expect better from you and considering you had models like the "Buffy The Vampire Slayer"

season recap books available there is no reason for this book to have been so lackluster. The cast

and franchise (and especially the fans) deserve a much better presentation than what they were

given
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